
SHORT ESSAY ON BUTTERFLY FOR KIDS

Short Paragraph on Butterfly. Category: Essays and Paragraphs, Kids On June 24, By Ananda. Butterfly. The butterfly is
a beautiful insect with scaly wings.

When the butterfly first comes out of the pupal stage it can't fly. Fun Facts About Butterflies Some butterflies
will migrate over long distances. Some butterflies have short life spans of about a week, while others live up
to a year. They have six legs, two antenna, a head, compound eyes, a thorax, and an abdomen. Now the adult
butterfly will begin the process all over again by laying eggs of its own. Related Resources. The length of life
for the final stage is varied depending on the species. This is when the caterpillar becomes a pupa, or chrysalis
stage 3. Butterflies often have brightly coloured wings with unique patterns made up of tiny scales. For more
about insects:. One of the most distinguishing features of butterflies is their bright and colorful wings of many
different patterns. Butterflies change four times during their lives in a process which is called metamorphosis.
Keep reading for more interesting butterfly facts. Fully grown caterpillars attach themselves to a suitable twig
or leaf before shedding their outside layer of skin to reveal a hard skin underneath known as a chrysalis. Learn
about the lifecycle of butterflies, their wings, what they eat and much more. They mostly eat plants. Most
butterflies live on the nectar and pollen from flowers. Female butterflies are usually larger than males and they
live longer. Adult butterflies eat only liquids like pollen, fruit juice, and tree sap, but they mostly live off of
nectar from flowers. Larva or Caterpillar - When the butterfly egg hatches, out comes a caterpillar. Some
butterflies can fly as fast as 40 miles per hour. Monarch butterflies are known for their long migration. First
the caterpillar makes a cocoon and then seals itself in the cocoon. Butterflies are colorful for many reasons.
They eat with a long tube like tongue that sucks up pollen like a straw. Not ready to purchase a subscription?
Many people watch and collect butterflies as a hobby. We'll describe all the different stages in the life of a
butterfly below. The butterfly egg stage usually only lasts for a couple of weeks. Their wings are very delicate.
Read on and enjoy a variety of interesting information about butterflies. Pupa - The third stage of the butterfly
lifecycle is called the Pupa. At this point the caterpillar molts one last time and undergoes metamorphosis into
a full butterfly. Caterpillar Stage What does the butterfly look like? They are found throughout the world and
live in all sorts of habitats including grasslands, forests, and the Arctic tundra. They go through a four-step
process called metamorphosis â€” from egg, to caterpillar, to chrysalis to a butterfly. They have great eyesight
and can actually see colors in the ultraviolet range that we can't see. Butterflies attach their eggs to leaves with
a special glue. Butterflies can live in the adult stage from anywhere between a week and a year, depending on
the species. Butterflies are insects. What is metamorphosis? While the milk was being churned into butter,
many noticed these flying insects would appear and soon they were being called butterflies. Caterpillars are
long multi-legged insects that make up the larva stage. It is one of the more amazing occurrences in nature!
Butterflies are an insect that live anywhere from 2 days to as long as 11 months.


